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GRADUATION PROGRAM  
Law, Societies & Justice • Class of 2021

OPENING REMARKS
Katherine Beckett, Chair

GRADUATION VIDEO
LSJ Graduates

AWARD PRESENTATION
LSJ Faculty

STUDENT SPEAKER
Hallie McClain

PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES
LSJ Graduates

CLOSING REMARKS
Katherine Beckett, Chair

AWARDS

EZRA STOTLAND AWARD
Claire Gupta

KAREN STROMBERG AWARD
Neima Ahmed
Elizabeth Gardner

CITIZENSHIP AWARD
Andre Lawes Menchavez
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Law, Societies & Justice • Class of 2021

Mekdes Abate
Victoria Ashley Ahmad
Naima Ali Ahmed
Hannah Aho
Emily Rose Aspin
Thu Nandar Aung
Sarenik Avedjan
Brenda Guadalupe Avina
Megan Baffaro
Elizabeth Banh
Anja Barkenas
Oumaima Barrak
Calista A Bechtold
Allison Rae Bennett
Alyson Bergomi
Ruhama Berta
Helena Bockstader
Holly Broughton
Bryden Burke
Collin Burns
Jillian Bush
Elizabeth Carreon Quiroz
Christian Casto
Karina Chairez
Matthew Chang
Raina Chen
Jubilee Cho
Eugene Choi
Allegra Leigh Conway
Monica L. Delgado
Alexandra Dindinger-Hill
Nardia Duarte
Samantha Eden
Olivia Farley
Sean Farley
Hannah Fitzpatrick
Hope Fujinaga
Regan Gallo
Elizabeth Gardner
Nigel Greaves
Claire Helene Gupta
Ian Hahn
Siham Han
Sasha Hancheroff
Brooke L. Hare
Ramon G Hernandez
Ryan Hilal
Zhufan Hua
Ricky Jia Hui Huang
Alexis Huerta
Ariana Hussing
Oloth Insykienmay
Elise Jacobsen*
Farah Yusuf Jama
Emilee Kaminski
Shannon Keem
Ana Kelly
Mary Kennedy
Molis Sena Keo
Maha Khan*
Louis Kim Jr.
Min Su Kim*
Meagan Roa King
Kelsey Kinoshita
Allison Kirste
Shayla Kline
Jacob Sean Terner Lally
Vanessa Lam
Juliette LaMarr
Sarah Leslie*
Kai Levidow
Anya Lewin
Rachel Lo
Hannah Ludwick
Daniel Matheson
Hallie McClain
Andre Lawes Menchavez
Sarah Miller
Elliot Min
Khalid Mohamed
Ana Moloney
Ellia Jane Munizza*
Camile Munro
Jocelyne Murillo
Aliyah Musaliar
Abby Nagaich
Justice Newhouse
Melanie Ochoa
Gene Oh
Elena Orlando
Elsie Pakzad
Frieda Papenfus
Makayla Peetrikoff
Sophia Prentice-Watson
Alejandra Maria Puerto Moradel
Ruby Rawlinson
Jason Ready
Cheyenne Rice
Ryan Rivera
Jessica Sadiq*
Charandeep Sanghera
Alexandra Schroeder
Manaal Kurnam Shafi
Ellie Shull
Kairie Specht
Sophie Stein
Anthony Stokes
Dionica Lauren Corsilles Sy
Jennifer Tieu
Ninya Tolani
Amber Nicole Torell
Madeline Turner
Taylor Krista Unoki
Gia S Valentine
Meena K Vasudevan
Frits Velasco
Betzy Villa Zamora
Esmeralda Villanueva
Pablo Villeda-Echeverria
Emily Walker
Lauren Watkins
Jennifer Wilcox
Jordan Briyana Janaya Willingham
Jessica Wu
Sara Wu
Katherine Yamamoto
Alex Ylagan
Madeline Zschiesche

*LSJ majors who completed and earned departmental honors
CELEBRATE WITH US LIVE!

For LSJ Graduates

A Zoom link will be sent to your UW email the week of graduation. Use #lsj2021 live tweet and tag us @uw_lsj on Instagram!

For Family, Friends & Guests

To stay up to date on the graduation celebration and view the ceremony live, please visit our website:

https://lsj.washington.edu/2021-convocation-information